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Abstract

Among present challenges for beam diagnostics and in-
strumentation are issues presented by high beam inten-
sity, brightness, resolution and the need to avoid inserting
mechanical parts into the beam. This very often means
applying non–destructive methods, which avoid interac-
tion between ions and mechanical parts and, furthermore,
allow on–line measurements during normal beam opera-
tion. The preferred technique forH− beams is the photo–
detachment process where (laser) light within the range of
400. . . 1000 nm has a sufficient continuous cross section
σPD to neutralize negative ions. The actual diagnostics are
then applied to either the neutrals produced or the electrons.
The latter are typically used for beam profiles whereas neu-
trals are more suitable for emittances, and form the sub-
ject of the present paper. This provides an overview of
the basic features of the diagnostic technique, followed by
discussion about computing the missing second transverse
projection view using a method calledMaximumEntropy
Method (MaxEnt, MEM).

INTRODUCTION

TheFrontEndTestStand (FETS) project [1] at RAL, UK,
makes high demands on the diagnostics because of its beam
power (60 mAH− , ≤ 3 MeV beam energy,≤ 10 % duty
cycle). Using a non–destructive method, i.e. no mechanical
parts inside the ion beam, minimizes the influence on the
ion beam with the advantage of an on–line diagnostic tool.
The experimental set–up uses a Penning source with slit
extraction, a solenoid LEBT, a four–vane RFQ who brings
the beam from 70 keV up to 3 MeV and a MEBT consisting
of quads, rebuncher and a fast/ slow chopper. Particularly
the latter and the slit extraction results in a lack of sym-
metry which makes a 4D emittance measurement highly
desirable.

The basic principle of the implementedPhoto
DetachmentEmittanceInstrument (PD–EMI) is illustrated
in Fig. 1 and widely discussed in [2, 3]. Compared to
more common devices like slit–grid/ harp (“slit–slit”) and
pepperpot (“point–point”) instruments the laser acts like
a slit whereas the particle detector takes the place of a
pepperpot device, therefore the PD–EMI can be described
as an instrument with a slit–point transfer function. The
yy ′ emittance in Fig. 1 can be measured in a direct way by
gathering angle profiles for each laser position.
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In principle it would be possible to measure in x–
direction similarly toyy ′ with a second set of mirrors. But
it is technically a challenging problem to place the nec-
essary movable stages inside a dipole. It is also not very
attractive in price. A more physical drawback is the sep-
aration of the 4D emittance measurement into two projec-
tions. But a detector movable longitudinally along the drift
length of the neutralized ions could help to overcome the
problems: The laser will be moved several times through
the ion beam and at each time thez positions of the de-
tector is moved along the drift of the neutrals. It is then
possible to add up all detector signals for a givenz which
results in aρ(x, y)z(n) density distribution. Each extracted
1D profile is then mapped to the laser position by a drift
matrix to calculate thexx ′ emittance.

The Maximum Entropy Method MEM

The best candidate to do thexx ′ emittance reconstruc-
tion utilises a principle called maximum entropy method
(MEM). This is a powerful and a extensively used tech-
nique for the deconvolution of data and the reconstruc-
tion of images (astronomy, tomography, neutron scatter-
ing). First applications in accelerator science are published
in [5, 4] and a very good but general introduction is given
in Sivia’s textbook [6].

The strengths of MEM are its generality and ability to
deal with noisy and incomplete positive data. It is based
on Bayes’ theorem and uses an entropy as described in in-
formation theory. The linear transformation between the
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Figure 1: The negative ions penetrate the dipole and af-
ter some displacement a laser scans through the beam
and neutralize a small amount of ions. The neutrals pro-
duced by photo detachment are guided to a detector system
(yy ′ emittance). The other transverse emittance can then
be reconstructed by moving the scintillator and collecting
ρ(x, y) profiles along the drift.
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Figure 2: The three projected views of the chosen particle
distribution from an ion source measurements. The distri-
bution is scaled down in radius and angle to a level more
likely downstream the RFQ.

existing data and the reconstructed test object is impor-
tant. Then the entropyS can be seen as a regulariza-
tion function which helps to stabilize the chosen procedure,
like least–squares for a free–form solution, resulting in the
“most probable” distribution which also satisfy all the ob-
served constraints. For the phase space reconstruction a
software calledMemSys5 is chosen [8] originally written
by J.Skilling and S.Gull.

Rotation Matrix

If not other mentioned the whole paper uses a coordinate
system as given in Fig. 1. But with rotating the orthog-
onal system it is possible to get emittances others than in
x–or y–plane and does not affect the described MEM. The
algorithm is applied to another projected viewΘm of the
2D ρ(x, y)z(n) for all n = 0 . . .N . Additionally to in-
dex n which indicates the longitudinal position, indexm
represents the rotation angle. For that purpose new co-
ordinatess, t can be introduced withx = xm(s, t) and
y = ym(s, t). The mth pair of transformed coordinates
for ρm(x, y)z(n) are specified by a rotation matrix like

(

s

t

)

=

[

cos θm sin θm

− sin θm cos θm

]

×

(

x

y

)

.

EMITTANCE RECONSTRUCTION

The ability of the described MaxEnt method has been in-
vestigated on an ion beam distribution measured down-
stream of the ion source with our pepperpot device. The
three different views of projectionxx ′ , yy ′ and xy are
shown in Fig. 2. A Cartesian coordinate without any ro-
tational offset was used to reconstruct thexx ′ emittance.
Furthermore the measured emittance was scaled down
keeping the shape of each profile in the different subspaces
constant to an expected value downstream the RFQ at a
beam energy of 3 MeV.

In the next step the drift of the neutrals was
simulated as illustrated in Fig. 3. The different de-
velopment of thexmax, ymax, rmax–envelopes repre-
sents the non–symmetric emittance. The deconvolu-
tion has been performed with maximal8 profiles at
z = 10, 25, 50, 60, 75, 90, 100 150 mm whereas Fig. 3
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Figure 3: On the top the envelope ofxmax, ymax and
rmax of the given entrance distribution. Below are three
profilesI(xz(n)) representing examples of the used projec-
tion data for the Maximum Entropy Method.

presents only three of them.
For the deconvolution a default model was used where

starting with a homogeneous distribution for the test ob-
ject and in accordance with the available data either the
intensity will be increased or reduced after every itera-
tion. Apart from the small influence of the chosen model
any further assumptions not represented by known data are
avoided. The emittances shown in Fig. 4 are reconstructed
with 17 iterations which takes on a typical desktop less then
30 sec. Figure 4 compares three different reconstructions
with the entrance emittance where number and position of
the profiles vary. The results imply that not the number
but the phase advance is critical. As long as the changes
in between the profiles are small, increasing the number
of profiles improve the emittance only very little. This is
also visible in the difference of the blue covered areas at
the edges of Fig. 4(A) and Fig. 4(B). These parts are not
covered by any information of the profiles and therefore
such low intensity levels represent the starting point of the
default model. Example (A) covers the phase space more
efficiently than (B) even with less profiles. Furthermore it
is in better agreement with the original distribution and the
reconstruction (C) with8 profiles.

It should also be mentioned that the fractional rms emit-
tance of (A) and (B) does not diverge more than≈ 20%
from the deconvolution with eight profiles if you consider
only intensity levels≤ 80 %. For a more detailed study
about the rms values of Fig. 4 (C) and Fig. 4 (D) in Fig.
5 graphs of both are shown. It was necessary to adopt the
internal “phase space resolution” for each particle distribu-
tion on which then the rms formalism can be applied. To
quantify this variation an intermediate step was introduced
to test the smoothness of the graphs for each phase space
resolution. The rms resolution is chosen to avoid erratic
curves at high values and stepwise behaviour at low values.
The deviation of each single emittance in between the de-
scribed margins is of the same order∆ ≈ 20% as in the
reconstruction with different number of profiles. The pos-
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Figure 4: Different reconstructed emittances (A,B,C) in comparision with the original distribution(D), all in same
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Figure 5: Comparison of the fractional emittance of both
the entrance distribution and the reconstructed distribu-
tion (C). The phase space resolution for the applied rms–
formalism is varied in a similar way for both distributions.

sible precision of a reconstruction with profiles with suffi-
cient phase advance is in that context good enough.

In real measurements it would be reasonable to use the
yy ′ emitttance to compare this result with a reconstruction
in the same plane. This might be helpful to specify the
discussed problems like phase advance and correct phase
space resolution for the rms formalism.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

A method calledMaximumEntropy (MaxEnt, MEM) is
presented to reconstruct thexx ′ emittance using a movable
particle detector, the other transverse plane is measured ac-
cording to a standard slit–slit principle. To generalize that
concept a rotational matrix can be applied to be indepen-
dent of the orthogonal coordinate system. The whole phase
space information would then consist of a set of 2D projec-
tion views at different angles.

Further investigations about the MEM–limitations are
necessary, e.g. beam noise and especially an estimation
about the phase advance (i.e. alteration of profiles).

The paper does also not include a discussion about more
technical aspects which are issues in the near future like
magnet design, beam transport simulations through the
dipole and experimental test of laser beam guiding and mir-
ror movement concerning laser positioning.
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